
Drillinginfo revolutionized the rig count process by tracking over 95% of the U.S. rig fleet 

on a daily basis, primarily through the use of GPS units.  Use DI Rig Analytics to stay 

ahead of the competition, identify new opportunities and investments, and save time and 

money.

BE THE FIRST TO ACCESS NEW INFORMATION

Stop waiting on weekly rig counts that are often outdated by the 

time they are published.  DI Rig Analytics has the most complete 

rig count on the market, and is the only service that provides daily 

updates.  Act on information before your competitors have even 

seen it.

IDENTIFY NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Drill down into details about which plays are being explored, 

where drillers are working, and how effective rig crews are.  

Analyze historical data to identify trends and discover new 

business opportunities.
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MAKE SMARTER INVESTMENTS

DI Rig Analytics offers unmatched insights into driller and operator performance.  Understand driller–operator relationships and 

dominance in a given play, evaluate operators’ logistical efficiencies related to rig movements, and categorize active rigs by horsepower 

to better forecast new production.   

TIME AND MONEY SAVINGS

With DI Rig Analytics, you no longer have to sift through multiple sources or wait for trade shows to find the right information.  Now, all 

the data you need to make smarter, faster decisions is available with a few clicks.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURE BENEFIT

Metrics map Easily visualize rig movements and quantify operators’ logistical efficiencies

Well starts 

through time

Track well starts through time; chart which operators and drillers are active and where they are active from 

month to month

Relationship tree Visualize relationship diversity between drillers and operators and estimate operator capital budgets in an area

Multi-visit map Determine locations which multiple rigs have visited a single well or API

Snapshot  

comparison

Compare rig counts between two given dates; drill down into differences between plays, drillers, operators, 

etc. for a comprehensive analysis

Utilization Track the percentage of active rigs in a fleet; visualize utilization by driller, operator, play, rig class, etc.

Timeline Drill down into details about a specific rig over time to see visits colored by API and compute time on location

DUC wells Visualize wells that are drilled but uncompleted broken down by operator, location,  

trajectory, etc.

DUC historic View waterfall chart and map view of drilled, expired, and completed wells over time

Daily updates Receive daily rig location and status updates for 95% of North American active, marketed, and stacked rigs

Active rig count View active rigs through filtering by play, state, country, rig class, operator, and driller

Dataset Easily export an entire dataset to CSV


